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Background 

 General theories about how and why 
languages change depend on evidence from 
the past 

 Our knowledge of medieval English 
phonology is largely reductive and abstract: 
equivalent to linguists of the future having 
the impression of a single variety of British 
English today 

+
Background 

 A striking feature of eME texts (c.1150-1325) is 
the sheer number of variant spellings. In our early 
ME corpus (LAEME): 
   THOU (< OE þū): 47 unique forms via combinations of 

 C: þ, þþ, y, ð, ðh, th, t, ɡ, ƿ 
 V: u, uu, ue, v, w, ƿ, o, ou, ov, ow, ouȝ, e, eo, eou, eu, i, Ø 
 also: þir  

   WITH: 64 unique forms 
  THROUGH: 98 unique forms 
   WITH: -emerged as a written medium 

+
Background 

 This diversity is the product of: 
 a century-long break in the written tradition after 

1066 
 the emergence of local (& individual) orthographic 

practices as English re-emerged as a written 
medium 

+
Background 

 Historical dialectologists:  
 have systematized much of this spelling variation 

along regional lines, but have left the phonological 
detail largely unexplored  

 Historical phonologists:  
 have tended to ignore it, often producing 

misleadingly abstract phonemic accounts instead 

+
Background 

 A Corpus of Narrative Etymologies (CoNE): 
 research project at Edinburgh’s Institute for 

Historical Dialectology  

 A narrative etymology:  
  investigates the evolution of a particular morpheme 
  formulates its step-by-step development over a time-

depth of c.750 years: from Primitive OE (PrOE) to the set 
of spellings attested in LAEME 

 Each step in its development is documented in a 
Corpus of Changes 
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Today’s talk 

1.  Two examples from CoNE to illustrate: 
  the structure of its etymologies 

 how we interpret eME data 

 what we can reconstruct through our analyses 

2.  Overview of some of the detail we can recover:  
 phonetic 
 morphological 

3.  Two CoNE spin-offs 

+
Example 1: BLOOD 

 Cognate forms 
 OFris blōd, OS blōd, OHG bluot, OI blóð, Go blōþ 

 OE forms  
 blōd 

 eME forms  
 bleod, blod, blot, blud 

+
BLOOD: OE to eME 

+
BLOOD: eME blot  

 1 token in 1 text beside blod (x12)  
 scribal error? 

 In the same text: 
  forbet ‘(he) forbade’ < OE forbeod 
 elet ‘fuel’ < OE ǣled 

 Final devoicing 

 More examples in other eME texts, eg:  
  feont ‘fiend’, got ‘good’, brot ‘broad’  

+
BLOOD: eME blud  

 6 tokens, all in 1 text, beside blod (x2) 

 The same text has lots of <u> for OE [o:], eg: 
 gud (~ god) ‘good’ (< OE gōd) 
 suth (~ soth) ‘sooth’ (< OE sōþ) 
 mud ‘mood’ (< OE mōd) 

 <u> for OE [o:] evident in other texts too 

+
BLOOD: eME blud  

 <u> for OE [o:] lacks motivation as a purely 
orthographic change 

 sporadic raising of [o:] (Stenbrenden 2011) 

 NB LAEME also supplies evidence for 
sporadic raising of [e:] 

 ‘Precursors’ of mid-vowel raising in GVS (C15 
onwards)? Possibly (Stenbrenden 2003) 
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BLOOD: eME bleod  

 1 token in 1 text beside blod (x9) 

 In this text (and others), <eo> is found for: 
 OE [ěo] and [eo] 
 eME seofen ‘seven’, freond ‘friend’ 

 OE [o] and [o:] 
 eME þeorn (~þorn) ‘thorn’, eoðre (~oðre) ‘other’ 

 OE [e] and [e:] 
 eME eont ‘giant’, weo (~we) ‘we’ 

+
BLOOD: eME bleod  

 Why eME <eo> for reflexes of OE [o(:)] 
and [e(:)]? 

 Also, why eME <eo> for reflexes of OE    
[ěo, eo]? 
 widespread monophthongisation of OE      

[ěo, eo] in eME  

+
Why eME <eo> for OE [o, o:, e, e:, ěo, eo]? 

   [e]            <e> 

[eo]          <eo> 

  [o]           <o> 

  [e]           <e>      
  ↑                     
[eo]         <eo> 
  ↓               
 [o]           <o> 

Before monophthongisation After monophthongisation 

+
BLOOD: eME bleod (cont.)   

 Why <eo> for reflexes of OE [o(:)] and [e(:)]? 
 In CoNE terms, <eo> is a Litteral Substitution for 

<o> and <e> (see further Laing 1999) 

+
BLOOD: PrOE to eME 

+
Example 2: FORTH (OE to eME) 
 - sample of 42 variant eME forms 
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FORTH: eME forth 

 OE <þ> and (to a lesser extent) <ð> continue 
into eME but their sounds also begin to be 
spelled <th> 

 Orthographic Remapping of Theta 

 NB <h> employed by many eME writing 
systems to imply ‘fricativeness’ 
 child (OE cild),  fisch (OE fisc) 
 also þhat ‘that’, ðhusent ‘thousand’ 

+
FORTH: eME fort 

 1 token in each of three texts (~ -th, -þ) 

 These texts also have <t> for OE [θ] in: 
   tan ‘then’, wit ‘with’, reut ‘ruth (compassion)’ (< 

rue+th) 

 Theta Hardening  
 found mainly in functional morphemes in LAEME 
 found as early as C8 OE glosses, mainly in the 

verbal pres 3 sg (-et, -it ~ -eþ, -iþ) 

+
FORTH: eME ford 

 1 token in each of 8 texts; 10 in another (~ -ð) 

 <d> for historical [θ] occurs: 
 in functional items, e.g. 3 sg dod (~ doth), wid 

‘with’ 
 but also: ded ‘death’, eorde ‘earth’, mud ‘mouth’ 

 Apparently not environmentally conditioned, eg:  

 & cleped ford pine & seorhe ‘and (he) called forth 
pain and sorrow’ 

+
FORTH: eME ford 

 [θ] > [d] is a regular WGmc development 
except in English  

 Eng.  three, through, think  

 G.   drei, durch, denken 

 Du.  drie, door, denken  

 But sporadic examples occur in eME 

 Theta Hardening and Voicing 

+
FORTH: eME foret 

 2 tokens in 1 text (~ ford x1) 

 Foret hym com þe riche ieu þat heiste pilatus 
‘Forth (to) him came the rich jew who was 
called Pilate’ 

 Foret þe kinges gunnen iwenden                 
‘Forth the kings did proceed’ 

+
FORTH: eME foret 

 Epenthesis? In other texts: 
 epenthesis between 2 Cs, both sonorants, eg: 
 arum ‘arm’, cherril ‘churl (serf)’, coren ‘corn 

(child)’  
  a feature of Mod Scots 

 but eME also shows epenthesis between 2 Cs, 
only one a sonorant, eg: 
 norit ‘north’, wored ‘word’, gastyli ‘ghostly’  
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FORTH: eME for 

 2 tokens:  
 come for þider wiþ me                                             

‘come forth thither with me’ (þider with THV!) 
 lete we for fuse                                                        

‘we shall let (it) hasten forth’ 

 Deletion of [θ] before another voiceless 
fricative  

 external Sandhi 

+
FORTH: eME vorð 

 OE [f] spelled <v> word-initially: wide-
spread across S & SML eME: 
 vader ‘father’, visc ‘fish’, vet ‘feet’ 

 Some evidence also of OE [s] spelled <z> 
word-initially in same areas 

 Initial Fricative Voicing 
 OE had voiced fricatives, but only intervocalically 
 IFV a feature of SW & SWML dialects as late as 

1950s (the Zummerzet ‘Somerset’ stereotype) 

+
FORTH: eME foð 

 1 token beside many more r-ful tokens 

 Same text also has 1 token of þe ‘there’ 

 Scribal error? Possibly 

 First stirrings of the deletion that picked up 
impetus in C15 and lead eventually to the 
formation of non-rhotic dialects by C18? Also 
possible 

 ((ERD)) identifies examples so CoNE users can 
investigate further 

+
Example 2: FORTH (OE to eME) 

+
Observable phenomena in eME texts 

 CoNE methods reveal rich evidence of variation and 
change in early English 

 CoNE’s Corpus of Changes documents 260 
developments 

   BLOOD and FORTH exemplify 
 phonological/phonetic (C): VFH, FD, TH, THV, ES, IFV, ERD 
 phonological/phonetic (V): LOR, EOM, SCVE 

 orthographic: LS, ORT 

+
Some more phonetic phenomena 

 θ-lenition (cf. Mod Scots [nʌhɪn] ‘nothing’) 
 hin (< OE þīn) ‘thine’ , hare (< þǣr) ‘there’, norh ‘north’, 

wih ‘with’ 

 medial syncope 
  fadres (~ faderes) ‘father’s’ , candles (~ kandeles) ‘candles’  

 loss of final C in weak σ (cf. o’clock, rock ‘n’ roll)  
 an ‘and’, fo ‘for’, mi ‘mid’, wy ‘with’ 

 [ɑ:] rounding & raising (variable, non-Nth texts) 
 OE bān ‘bone’ > eME bone, brād > brode ‘broad’, gāst >  

gost ‘ghost’ 
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Phonetic phenomena 

 marking of long vowels … 
 via accents: fét ‘feet’, stón ‘stone’, strét ‘street’  
 via doubling: feet ‘feet’, stoon ‘stone’, iis ‘ice’ 
 via diacritic-i: feit ‘feet’, goid ‘good’, meist ‘most’  

 … which provides evidence of lengthening, e.g. 
before homorganic clusters 
 eME feild ‘field’ (< OE feld), sheeld ‘shield’ (< OE sceld),  
 NB HL was not exceptionless, hence e.g. ModE end, held 

 but cf. forms such as eME eend ‘end’, heild ‘held’ 
  so why does ModE held have a short V? 

+
Some more phonetic phenomena 

 hotestd ‘hotest’, brytd ‘bright’, fetd ‘feet’, nastd 
‘not’  
 significance of <td>? 

 scribal error? 
 too many examples  
 occurs only word-finally 
 why <td> and not <tb> or <tg> or <tk>, etc? 

 signals a contrast with the sound usually 
represented by <t>? 
 final voicing unlikely 

might it signal is Hart (1569) 

+
Some more phonetic phenomena 

 might <td> for final /t/ signal deaspirated [t]?  
 aspiration is a feature of ModE 
 but earliest evidence is Hart (1569) 
 deaspiration analysis rests on assumption for 

which there is no direct evidence  

+
Morphological phenomena 

 Analogical levelling 

 Analogical extension 

 Metanalysis 

  -nd Infinitive 

 Northern present tense 
rule 

 Reformation by analogy 

 Northern s-extension 

 Subjunctive singular –n 

  Inflected first element 

  Intermorphemic -e- 

 Post-pronoun adjacency 
rule 

 Demonstrative and personal 
pronoun merger 

+
Analogical extension 

Some or all of the morphology of one paradigm is taken up by 
one or more members of another: 

 weak forms of historically strong items 
  eg: eME hondan ‘hands’ < OE nom honda (SF u-stem) 

  strong forms of historically weak items 
  eg: eME dogges ‘dogs’ < OE nom. doggan 

 other changes: 
  SNt a-stem > SM a-stem: OE nom pl hus ‘houses’ > eME huses 

  SM r-stem > SM a-stem: OE gen sg fader ‘father’s’> eME faderes 

+
Inflected first element 

 1st elements of English compounds normally 
don’t inflect: 
 ModE bookcase not *bookscase 
 ModE mousetrap not *micetrap 
 likewise: OE discþegn ‘dishbearer’ not 

*discasþegn 
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Inflected first element 

 Inflected examples in LAEME: 
 domesdai ‘day of judgement’ (gen sg) 
 cildremeistre ‘childrens’ master’ (gen pl, normally 

with gen sg cild) 
 godnedai ‘good day’, midnedai ‘midday’ (acc sg) 
 mestendel ‘(for) the most part’ (weak acc/dat sg) 

 … or were these still perceived as phrases? 

 Valuable insight into the lexification of phrases 

+
CoNE spin-offs 

 We expect most spin-offs to be authored by 
CoNE users 

 Two of our own: 
 Lass & Laing (2013) 

 development of eME forms of 1 nom sg pronoun ‘I’ 
 a planned article on types of scribal error 

+
Lass & Laing 2013 

 Challenge the assumption that ‘I’ has a simple 
history, standardly given as: 
 WGmc *ik > PrOE *ik > [iʧ] via VP, before loss of 

final C 
 remaining [i] lengthens, then > [ai] via GVS 

 Problem: this doesn’t account for the full variety 
of spellings attested in eME, mainly ic, ich, ih, ik, i 

+
Lass & Laing 2013 

 Propose 2 lines of descent to eME 

 Pathway A (native) 
i.  WGmc *ik > PrOE *ik > [iʧ] via VP 
ii.  [iʧ] > [ic] > [iç] > [ih] via FKPW 
iii.  [ih] > [i:] via FHD & MWC 

 Pathway B (borrowing) 
i.  WGmc *ik > ON *ik > OE [ik] > eME [ik] 

+
Lass & Laing 2013 

 Pathway A  
i.  PrOE *ik > [iʧ] > eME ich 
ii.  [ic] > [iç] > [ih] > eME ih 

iii.  [ih] > [i:] > eME i 

 Pathway B 
i.  ON *ik > OE [ik] > eME ik (found only in Norse 

settlement areas) 

 ic may not have been pronounced [iʧ] 
 [ik], [ic] and [iç] are equally plausible 

+
Planned article on scribal error 

 Work on CoNE has shown that: 
 odd or unexpected spellings often appear to 

be mistakes 
 most spelling mistakes make some kind of 

sense 
 various types of spelling mistake can be 

recognised in LAEME, for example … 
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Scribal error 

 letter formed in such a way that it resembles 
another 
 ne ‘me’ (missing minim), þime ‘thine’ (extra minim), 

aster ‘after’ (missing cross-stroke) 

 dittography 
 þþu ‘thou’, worddes ‘words’, hiis ‘his’  

 V-doubling is rare – due to ODLV convention? 
 brord ‘broad’, fringres ‘fingers’, clyld ‘child’  

  this type only with liquids so far 

+
Scribal error 

 transposition 
 adn ‘and’, focl ‘folk’, frencs ‘French’ 

 omission 
 bar ‘bairn’, ou ‘out’, fol ‘folk’  

 mostly word-finally so far 

 neighbourly interference 
 scabbeb ‘scabbed’, enginge ‘ending’, wode werc 

‘good work’ 

+
Planned article on scribal error 

 Why are spelling mistakes interesting? 
 There are clear constraints on the types of 

mistake made by eME scribes 
 Knowledge of these types:  
 helps us to correctly interpret the texts  
 helps us maintain focus on genuine linguistic 

developments 

+
Conclusions 

 A detailed assessment of eME spellings can, 
more often than not, furnish evidence of more 
finely-grained phonetic detail than is generally 
recognised by historical phonologists 

 CoNE shows that historical corpus phonology is 
do-able 

 CoNE is freely available online at:  

   http://www.lel.ed.ac.uk/ihd/CoNE/CoNE.html 

 Have fun with it!  
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